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THERE IS NO FDA IN CANNABIS TESTING
Therefore, Safe Cannabis for Patients is Left to the States
States Must Respond on Behalf of Patients
Our goal at Steep Hill is to ensure safe and tested cannabis for our customers where
ever we go in the world. We are in the business of quality assuredness and work with
cultivators, producers, and regulators to achieve the best results for patients.
We do this by following good laboratory practices (GLP), using state of the art
equipment, continually innovating methodology, and by conducting research and
generating peer reviewed publication of our research. We have provided some of those
by handout today.
A Common perception among cannabis users is, “Marijuana Never Killed Anyone”:
•

•

While the plant may not have killed anyone, the contaminants, the lack of good
testing and best handling practices, and a non-enforced regulated supply of
product has been responsible for patient deaths
http://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198-743X(16)30605X/pdf
The reality is there is no data. The CDC doesn’t track Cannabis deaths.
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At Steep Hill, we believe that the industry must strive to attain an FDA level of
safety, and ultimately this standard will be mandated by the federal government,
similar to the rest of our food and drug supply. But as of now, no national standards
have been developed and thus states are regulating themselves:
•
•

No state has mandated regulations close to an FDA standard.
Steep Hill has examined various aspects of quality assurance related to Cannabis
Safety and published the results.

Additionally, it is well known that there have been issues with bad actor labs in
several states, particularly noteworthy is the study done with the BioTrack data from
Washington State.
•
•

The common denominator in the rise of bad actor labs in ALL cases was a lack of
enforcement. With no enforcement, regulations have no teeth and thus present
no deterrent. Cannabis is too valuable for there to be no deterrent.
Evidence of what happens in the absence of enforcement:
▪ Washington State – MacRae study
http://www.straightlineanalytics.biz/2015/12/labbiness-inwashington-labs-where-is-the-truthiness-when-you-need-it/
▪ Washington State part 2. 2nd MacRae study
http://www.straightlineanalytics.biz/2017/03/peak-potency-labfriendliness-is-back-with-a-gusto/
▪ Leafly article
https://www.leafly.com/news/industry/leafly-investigationwashingtons-top-cannabis-lab-inflating-thc-numbers
▪ Leafly follow up article
▪ https://www.leafly.com/news/industry/washington-labs-launcheffort-to-address-credibility-crisis
▪ Steep Hill Pesticide Report on Northern California Cannabis
Market
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/steep-hill-launchesnew-high-detection-cannabis-pesticide-testing-in-california300347811.html
▪ NBC study – pesticides
http://www.nbclosangeles.com/investigations/I-Team-MarijuanaPot-Pesticide-California-414536763.html
▪ Dr. Thompson UC Davis Patient Study
http://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198743X(16)30605-X/pdf
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▪

▪

▪

Thompson study – CBS news report
http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2017/02/06/medical-marijuanafungus-death-uc-davis-medical-center/ “Bad fungal disease in a
short amount of time”
Steep Hill’s Pesticides in Clone Study
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/steep-hill-studyprovides-evidence-of-substantial-pesticide-contamination-incalifornia-cannabis-clones-300524426.html
Australia – just last week, in a country that does not test cannabis,
the headline was “The Cannabis Oil Healers Prey on the Sick and
Dying”
http://thenewdaily.com.au/news/national/2017/10/13/fakecannabis-oil-dealers/

THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO AND CANNABIS TESTING
We opened Steep Hill New Mexico in 2015 at the encouragement of the Department of
Health. We were encouraged by their assertiveness in complying with the legislative
mandate to set testing limits and we were happy to help.
Assessment of the current situation two years later (2017):
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

The State of New Mexico purchased equipment to enforce laboratory required
testing in 2015. To our knowledge, the State has not used this equipment to
confirm the accuracy of tests of any products on the dispensary shelves.
There is great concern about the State of New Mexico’s reporting in its BioTrack
system and follow up analysis of the data. Evidence presented in this packet
shows that the BioTrack values for test results do not match the values of
products that were retested from dispensary shelves.
At the request of patient groups, Steep Hill has been testing labeled products
brought to the lab. The results do not match the labels (see attached Steep Hill
charts).
NM has the most restrictive microbial requirements on record. This is something
about which Steep Hill has spoken to the NM DOH at length. The CFU thresholds
should be increased to be in line with the AHP and other states. There needs to
be a proper combination of testing results that allows balancing threshold limits
without the need for onerous limits to artificially ensure safety.
In April, a patient came in complaining of bleeding lips, vomiting, bloody noses,
and passing out. Passing out has been seen in another case dealing with
pesticide-laden Cannabis. We sent a sample to the State Department of Health,
on the patient’s behalf, and have not heard back. It should be noted that
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▪

▪

pesticides are concentrated when extracts are made from flower and thus even
more dangerous to patient’s health.
Even though not mandated, Steep Hill will be bringing pesticide testing to New
Mexico in the next couple of weeks. This is not a regulated test in NM, but we
will offer the service because we feel strongly about patient safety, and have
concerns about information being received from the patients.
In talking with producers and dispensary owners who are using best practices for
patients, we hear that there are lax processes throughout the grower supply in
New Mexico, and few if any safeguards, follow up checks, or enforcement
actions.

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS FOR NEW MEXICO
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

The State of New Mexico must enforce its own regulations–it is not enough to
have them on record. The regulations must be followed up with checks from a
third-party lab, a state lab, and/or a secret shopper program.
The State of New Mexico must look at pesticide regulation. We know New
Mexico has a pesticide problem and the time to fix it is now.
The pesticide problem must be addressed as quickly as possible. Data we have
produced from other states shows a majority of randomly chosen samples has
detectable levels of pesticide, including the clones. As a community, we must
avoid the same kind of environmental disaster seen elsewhere - we have the
possibility of saving New Mexico now.
The State of New Mexico should consider final product testing, because testing
the final product is the only way to ensure the safety and accuracy of the
products consumers are purchasing.
Pesticides are hazardous – they kill beneficial organisms. Regulators must know
that people are being harmed and we appeal to you as legislators to “do no
harm.”
The best regulations in the world don’t work without enforcement.
Pesticides must be tracked by the state, must be reviewed, and must be
enforced.

Steep Hill is ready to help. We welcome your questions and would like to work
together toward solutions.
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Steep Hill New Mexico
Secret Shopper Results

*Denotes that packaging is mislabeled that Steep Hill tested the product when it did not
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Steep Hill New Mexico Secret Shopper
Patient Information

*Denotes that packaging is mislabeled that Steep Hill tested the product when it did not
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